White Photovoltaic
Safety Glass
White Solar Module | CENIT 220-Model 090-6102

Homogenous white colour without visible cells
The Technology

The Product

The technology is the result of collaboration between the
Swiss firm SOLAXESS and ISSOL. It is based on a filtering
interlayer, a printing technique and the use of
photovoltaic solar cells.

Our product is a fully tempered laminated safety glass. It
is equipped with photovoltaic high-efficiency mono
crystalline cells (Si - PERC). It is a construction product that
strictly follows photovoltaic and local construction norms. It
is manufactured and designed according to the specific
geometry and requirements of the building. Its dimensions
and shape are tailored just like with a normal safety glass

The light passes through various layers that separate the
spectrum. A part of the visible spectrum is reflected and
gives the white colour.
The part of the invisible spectrum composed in particular
of infrared radiation is absorbed by the solar cells to
generate electricity. This filter ensures optimum visual
rendering while maintaining high electrical efficiency.

Dimensons & Thickness
Glass Thickness (mm)
Front

Back

Total
Thickness (mm)

3,2

3

7

4

4

5

Glass Size (mm)
Min

Max

Weight
kg/m2

Textured Pattern/Float

400 x 400

4400 x 2050

18

90

9

Textured Pattern/Float

400 x 400

4400 x 2050

22,5

90

5

11

Low Iron/Float

400 x 400

4400 x 2050

27,5

90

6

6

13

Low Iron/Float

400 x 400

4400 x 2050

32,5

90

8

8

17

Low Iron/Float

400 x 400

4400 x 2050

42,5

90

Glass Type

Power
Wp/m2*

* For an optimized surface of glass considering the cells size (156 mm)
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Textured Glass

Sizes and Cuts

The glass used in front is a textured glass for making the
white matte and to avoid reflections.

To respect the geometry of the building or to go around
obstacles, “active” cut parts of the product are available.

Albarino S – Saint-Gobain Glass

Application on Façades

Electrical Data

Our product is applied like traditional siding. It is mounted
using the traditional installation techniques specific to
facades (curtain wall, cladding, clamping, gluing, or
mechanical fasteners). It is manufactured in our workshop
to the required dimensions according to the characteristics
and geometry of the building: its shape, size and thickness
are calculated depending on the building height, the wind
conditions and the number of attachment points. It acts as
a second skin and plays the role of a thermal insulator.

The product has an efficiency of 90 Watts peak per square
meter (Wp/m2). Measured under standard test conditions:
irradiance of 1000 W/m², 25°C, AM 1.5

Generally used on new building or for renovations, it is
suitable for facades, roofs and canopies

The white colour of the photovoltaic panel reduces the
operating temperature of the cell. In comparison with
standard solar panels, our product is less impacted by the
negative effect of heat.

Most Common Installation Techniques







Curtain wall
Cladding
Gluing
Mechanical fastening
Framing
Cassette

The connectors and junction box are placed on the edge or
at the rear of the glazing according to installation technique
used.

Samples
Paid samples available on request (A4 or 400 x 400 mm
format). Special formats can be manufactured upon
validation of prototype.

On a facade facing south in Central Europe (Lat. ± 47°N), it
produces 65 kWh per year per square meter, which
makes it economically very efficient compared to nonperforming conventional constructions material.

Lower Operating Temperature

Implementation
The implementation of the product is carried out according
to NF DTU 39 and the special requirements of installation.
Our teams of engineers are with you for the design and
guidance of your projects upon signature of a collaboration
agreement.

Regulatory
Our white photovoltaic laminated glasses are manufactured
in compliance with the Directive of products for
construction (89/106/EEC). They are thermally tempered
glass. They comply with EN12600 standards (pendulum
impact test), EN 12543, EN 12150, IEC 61215 and IEC 61730.
Our products are CE marked.
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